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Stephanie Osborn, aka the Interstellar Woman of 

Mystery, former rocket scientist and author of 

acclaimed science fiction mysteries, goes back to 

the urban legend of the unique group of men and 

women who show up at UFO sightings, alien 

abductions, etc. and make things...disappear...to 

craft her vision of the universe we don't know 

about. Her new series, Division One, chronicles 

this universe through the eyes of recruit Megan 

McAllister, aka Omega, and her experienced 

partner, Echo, as they handle everything from lost 

alien children to extraterrestrial assassination 

attempts and more. 

Dr. Megan McAllister was already a pretty unique human — NASA astronaut, 

professional astronomer, polymath — when she encountered the man in the black Suit that night 

in west Texas. What Division One Agent Echo didn't know, when he recruited her to the 



Agency, was that she was even more special. 

But he'd find out, soon enough. 

Award-winning author Osborn is a 20+-year space program veteran, with multiple STEM 

degrees. She has authored, co-authored, or contributed to more than 30 books. She currently 

writes the critically-acclaimed Displaced Detective Series, described as “Sherlock Holmes meets 

The X-Files,” and the Gentleman Aegis Series, whose first book was a Silver Falchion winner. 

She “pays it forward” through numerous media including radio, podcasting and public speaking, 

and working with SIGMA, the science-fiction think tank. Osborn’s website is 

http://www.stephanie-osborn.com. 

Division One series Book One, Alpha and Omega, will be released in ebook formats on 

10 January, 2017, and in trade paperback format on 24 January. Additional installments in the 

ongoing series are anticipated later this year. 

ISBN:  

978-0-9982888-0-2 (ebook) 

978-0-9982888-1-9 (print) 

The ebooks are available for preorder at: 

Amazon (Kindle): https://www.amazon.com/Alpha-Omega-Division-Stephanie-Osborn-

ebook/dp/B01MXNQTFJ/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1483394401&sr=1-1  

Barnes-Noble (Nook): http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/alpha-and-omega-stephanie-

osborn/1125168253?ean=9780998288802  

Other formats, and trade paper, will be available from your favorite bookseller! 
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